SECRET 3323392

WAVE INFO DIR CITE MEXI 1437
DYVOUR PERUEN AMFAUNA ANTHRILL

REF A. WAVE 3972 (IN 11716) X
B. MEXI 1437 (IN 12305)

RAYNOCK, WHO RETURNING WAVE 30 OCT, WILL ADVISE RESULTS MEETING WITH ANTHRILL-1 SISTER. SUGGEST WAVE NOTE MEXI #127 WHICH STATES STATION WILLING REQUEST LITISEPOE ARRANGE ASYLUM FOR AMNUIG-1 FAMILY. SHOULD THING COINCIDE, AND SHOULD WAVE FEEL ANTHRILL-1 SISTER WILL NOT BE OTHERWISE ABLE ARRANGE ASYLUM, MEXI WILL INCLUDE AMFAUNA-26 HANG ALONG WITH AMNUIG REQUEST. MEXI WOULD PREFER DO THIS AS PART OF PACKAGE, RATHER THAN MAKE TWO REQUESTS.

SECRET

Nelson R. Raynock will be MEXI 28 OCT and can contact Anthrill-1 sister to explot for help in arranging Amfauna-26 asylum.